Understanding User Interactions with Podcast Recommendations Delivered Via Voice
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ABSTRACT
Voice interfaces introduced by smart speakers present new opportunities and challenges for podcast content recommendations. Understanding how users interact with voice-based recommendations has the potential to inform better design of vocal recommenders. However, existing knowledge about user behavior is mostly for visual interfaces, such as the web, and is not directly transferable to voice interfaces, which rely on user listening and do not support skimming and browsing. To fill in the gap, we conducted a controlled study to compare user interactions with recommendations delivered visually to those with recommendations delivered vocally. Through an online A/B testing with 100 participants, we found that when recommendations are vocally conveyed, users consume more slowly, explore less, and choose fewer long-tail items. The study also reveals the correlation between user choices and exploration via voice interfaces. Our findings pose challenges to the design of voice interfaces, such as adaptively recommending diverse content and designing better navigation mechanisms.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Virtual assistants and smart speakers, such as Apple Siri, Amazon Alexa, and Google Home, are becoming increasingly and widely adopted every year. A recent survey estimates that 16 percent of Americans (around 40 million) own a smart speaker and 65 percent of them would not go back to a life without one.1 These devices introduce a voice interface for consuming spoken word content (e.g., podcast and audiobook) when users have limited visual attention. To personalize the user experience, a voice interface usually delivers recommendations through audio using text-to-speech technology. For example, many commercial applications (e.g., Stitcher [4] and AnyPod [3]) present recommendations in a list (Fig. 1): a smart speaker reads out items sequentially, and then a user selects a piece of content explicitly (e.g., play the evolution of artificial intelligence) or implicitly (e.g., the speaker plays an episode until the user chooses next or previous).

Prior research revealed important user interaction patterns with recommendations on visual interfaces (VISUAL). For example, position bias [10, 22, 24], rating conformity [15, 23], and user exploration and exploitation [18, 20, 21]. These findings have significantly informed the design and evaluation of visual recommendation systems, for example, unbiased evaluation [10, 15, 23] and improved diversity [18, 20, 21]. However, because of the unique characteristics of a voice interface (e.g., it relies on listening, has a narrow information channel, and doesn’t allow skimming and browsing), prior research is insufficient to understand user interactions with recommendations communicated via voice (VOICE). Additional research is needed to address how users are going to consume VOICE and what improvements can be implemented for the current voice-based recommendation delivery paradigm.

are 67 million monthly and 42 million weekly podcast listeners in the United States [1]. Specifically, we tested three hypotheses (H) and investigated two research questions (Q) on the evaluation and choices of the content.

- **H1.** VISUAL is more efficient to consume than VOICE.
- **H2.** Users explore fewer items with VOICE than with VISUAL.
- **H3.** Users choose fewer lower-ranked items with VOICE than with VISUAL.

**Q1.** How many items does a user consider with VOICE before making a choice?

**Q2.** Does the recommendation medium affect users’ satisfaction with choices and the recommendation engine?

Through a between-subject study with 100 participants recruited from the Amazon Mechanical Turk, our main findings include the following: (1) users consumed VISUAL 9 times as quickly as VOICE, (2) users explored at least 3 times as much VISUAL as VOICE before making a choice, (3) users chose items 6 times as deep into VISUAL as they did into VOICE, (4) users’ range of exploration on VOICE was 2 times higher than their actual choice, and (5) there is no evidence to suggest that the consuming medium affected users’ satisfaction with their choices or the recommendations. The findings have important implications for the design of voice-based recommendations.

## 2 RELATED WORK

Our work is inspired by previous research that studied user behavior in consuming visual recommendations. Prior work used eye tracking [6, 9, 24] and log analysis [14, 22, 23] to understand how different visual presentations may affect users’ reactions to recommendations. For instance, users’ ratings tend to agree or contrast with those already given by other reviewers [15, 23], and the positions of the items are likely to affect users’ attention and choices [14, 22]. However, such knowledge of user interactions may not apply to a voice interface, which is fundamentally different from a visual interface. Our work fills in the gap by comparing side-by-side user behavior under the two types of interfaces and discovering unique patterns for VOICE.

Another related direction of research is conversational search and recommendation, which is mainly focused on learning users’ preference and intentions from spoken queries and conversations [7, 13, 17, 19]. For example, Thompson et al. [19] developed the Adaptive Place Advisor, which assists users in choosing preferable destinations, Christakopoulou et al. [7] proposed a bandit-based algorithm to elicit user preferences toward restaurants, and Kang et al. [13] explored the initial and follow-up queries users tend to issue to a voice agent. Although prior work leveraged an audio medium for preference learning, it did not address the question of how users are going to interact with the recommendations after the ranked list is finalized and delivered. Our study complements the existing research by investigating user interaction patterns with recommended items.

## 3 STUDY DESIGN AND PROCEDURE

We designed a web application that presents a fixed list of podcast recommendations through a visual or voice interface. With the interface as the only controlled variable, we observed and compared how users interact with recommendations. To eliminate external confounding factors, the application interface for either medium was minimally designed and not optimized. This limits the current study in generalizing to state-of-the-art visual designs but provides a fair environment for intrinsic side-by-side comparison. In this section, we present the details of the study procedure, the participant recruitment, and the mechanisms we used to control the quality of the experiment.

**Procedure.** The study follows a between-subject design. Participants were randomly divided into two groups (A and B) and were instructed to use a web application to select an episode that you like most and commit to listen for a full 5 min from a list of recommended options. We used a commitment mechanism to encourage choices according to users’ actual preferences. The podcast recommendations were fixed for all participants and were generated by taking the most popular episodes from the top-ranked 152 shows that were available on iTunes on 02/28/17.

Specifically, participants from Group A were provided with a visual interface for browsing podcast recommendations (Fig. 2, step 1): The titles of the recommended episodes were presented in a list and were auto-loaded when scrolling. A participant could indicate their decision by typing in corresponding index number. Participants from Group B received the same list of recommendations as Group A but through an audio channel (Fig. 2, step 1). To mimic the interactions users may have with smart speakers, we used the Amazon Polly service [2] to convert episode titles into speech. The input text was derived by prefixing the titles of the episodes with positive integers in ascending order, that is, “number 1 [episode 1 title], number 2 [episode 2 title], ...” Participants continuously listened to the generated audio and made a selection using the same approach as Group A. Our design simplified the user responses (in reality, users may respond by speech, as shown in Fig. 1), which made it feasible for the study to be conducted on the web. Such a simplification is not likely to affect the outcomes, since our study was focused on the user interactions up to the time of users’ decision.

Participants were required to listen to their selected episode for 5 minutes (navigation to the next portion of the study was blocked until the podcast had been playing for a minimum of 5 minutes, as shown in Fig. 2, step 2) before answering the final evaluation questions, including how much you liked your podcast choice (on a Likert scale from 1 to 5), why you liked or disliked your podcast choice, how much you liked our recommendations (on a Likert scale from 1 to 5), and why you liked or disliked our recommendations (Fig. 2, step 3). These subjective questions were designed to capture users’ general preference. In the player interface (Fig. 2, step 2), participants also had the option of downloading the episode. The study procedure was reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board.

**Participants.** 108 participants were recruited from the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform. To be qualified for the study, participants were required to be from the United States and have an acceptance rate above 95. To further control the quality, we implemented an attention check mechanism: At the end of the study, each participant was required to answer the question, Please describe the podcast you listened to. Only those who passed the verification were included in the final analysis. Eventually, 100 (50 in Group A and 50 in Group B) valid participants were verified.

**Hypotheses.** The study followed a between-subject design. Participants were randomly divided into two groups (A and B) and were instructed to use a web application to select an episode that you like most and commit to listen for a full 5 min from a list of recommended options. We used a commitment mechanism to encourage choices according to users’ actual preferences. The podcast recommendations were fixed for all participants and were generated by taking the most popular episodes from the top-ranked 152 shows that were available on iTunes on 02/28/17.

Specifically, participants from Group A were provided with a visual interface for browsing podcast recommendations (Fig. 2, step 1): The titles of the recommended episodes were presented in a list and were auto-loaded when scrolling. A participant could indicate their decision by typing in corresponding index number. Participants from Group B received the same list of recommendations as Group A but through an audio channel (Fig. 2, step 1). To mimic the interactions users may have with smart speakers, we used the Amazon Polly service [2] to convert episode titles into speech. The input text was derived by prefixing the titles of the episodes with positive integers in ascending order, that is, “number 1 [episode 1 title], number 2 [episode 2 title], ...” Participants continuously listened to the generated audio and made a selection using the same approach as Group A. Our design simplified the user responses (in reality, users may respond by speech, as shown in Fig. 1), which made it feasible for the study to be conducted on the web. Such a simplification is not likely to affect the outcomes, since our study was focused on the user interactions up to the time of users’ decision.

Participants were required to listen to their selected episode for 5 minutes (navigation to the next portion of the study was blocked until the podcast had been playing for a minimum of 5 minutes, as shown in Fig. 2, step 2) before answering the final evaluation questions, including how much you liked your podcast choice (on a Likert scale from 1 to 5), why you liked or disliked your podcast choice, how much you liked our recommendations (on a Likert scale from 1 to 5), and why you liked or disliked our recommendations (Fig. 2, step 3). These subjective questions were designed to capture users’ general preference. In the player interface (Fig. 2, step 2), participants also had the option of downloading the episode. The study procedure was reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board.

**Participants.** 108 participants were recruited from the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform. To be qualified for the study, participants were required to be from the United States and have an acceptance rate above 95. To further control the quality, we implemented an attention check mechanism: At the end of the study, each participant was required to answer the question, Please describe the podcast you listened to. Only those who passed the verification were included in the final analysis. Eventually, 100 (50 in Group A and 50 in Group B) valid participants were verified.
Figure 2: Web interfaces used in the A/B testing. Participants from either group went through three phases: (1) browse (Group A) or listen to (Group B) the titles of the recommended episodes and choose a preferred episode, (2) listen to the chosen episode for at least 5 minutes, and (3) express their level of satisfaction with their choice and the recommendation list.

Table 1: User interaction quantification. Time, Choice ID, Search ID, and Efficiency were measured for VOICE and VISUAL. (Search ID under VISUAL was approximated by Choice ID as a lower bound.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Time(s)</th>
<th>Choice ID</th>
<th>Search ID</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VOICE</td>
<td>144.8±17.8</td>
<td>7.3±1.4</td>
<td>15.3±1.8</td>
<td>0.1±0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VISUAL</td>
<td>77.9±10.0</td>
<td>47.8±6.5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.9±0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Throughout the experiment, participants’ dwelling time, choices, and inputs were recorded. To test our hypotheses and answer our research questions, we measured the following variables:

- **Choice ID**: the index number of the chosen episode.
- **Search ID**: the maximum index number of the recommendations that a participant considers.
- **Time**: the amount of time that a participant spent before making a choice.
- **Satisfaction**: participants’ Likert-scale ratings for their choices and the recommendation engine.

Note that for VISUAL, our web application did not accurately capture the Search ID. Therefore, we used Choice ID as a lower-bound estimate. Future work could address this limitation by leveraging more sophisticated tracking methods.

For each interface, we averaged these measures over the participants; the results are given in Table 1. Additionally, we illustrate the relationship between Choice ID and Search ID under VOICE in Fig. 3 and the satisfaction distribution in Fig. 4. Next, we discuss our findings regarding the hypotheses and the research questions.

**H1. System Efficiency.** Efficiency has been a standard metric for the system usability test and is usually measured using the task completion time [8]. In our experimental setting, we measured the efficiency as the speed with which a user explored the recommendations, that is, the average number of recommendations a participant explored per unit time: Efficiency = \( \frac{\text{Search ID}}{\text{Time}} \). We hypothesized that VOICE is less efficient to consume than VISUAL because browsing is usually faster than listening; also, that VISUAL allows richer interactions, such as skim and skip. The average efficiency for each interface is given in Table 1. The results demonstrate that, on average, VISUAL users consumed 9 times as many items per unit time as VOICE users — a result that is statistically significant \( (p < 10^{-7}, \text{effect size } d = 1.17) \). In other words, VOICE was significantly less efficient than VISUAL. To further understand how such an inefficient interface may affect user choices, we consider H2 and H3.

**H2. User Exploration.** The first hypothesis we had in regard to user choice behavior on consumption of VOICE is that users
may explore less before making a decision. Encouraging users to broadly explore is a critical step to permeating the potential filter bubbles [16]. As found in previous studies [12, 25], a good recommendation engine should be not only accurate, but also diverse. We used the Search ID as an indicator of the scope of exploration. As shown in Table 1, the average Search ID on VISUAL (where Choice ID was used as the lower-bound) is 2 times larger than the average on VOICE — another result that is statistically significant ($p < 10^{-5}$, effect size $d = 0.95$). Therefore, VOICE significantly hindered wide exploration of the recommendations.

**H3. Choice of Lower-ranked Items.** We also investigated the actual choices users made, and we hypothesized that users may be less likely to choose lower-ranked items with VOICE. We leveraged the Choice ID to quantify users’ choices. According to Table 1, the average Choice ID on VISUAL was 5 to 6 times larger than the average on VOICE. In other words, user consumption was more likely to be concentrated on the top-ranked items under VOICE. Also, since popular items are often ranked higher [5], VOICE consumption may be more biased toward popularity.

**Q1. Search Behavior and Choice.** Based on the findings in regard to H1 and H2, we further investigated the relationship between user exploration and choice. Specifically, we quantified the size of the users’ decision space under VOICE, that is, the number of options a user tended to consider, using the difference and the correlation between the Search ID and the Choice ID. As shown in Table 1, on average, users tended to consider 8 episodes before making their decision. Also, according to the results of the linear regression ($R^2 > 0.5, p < 10^{-8}$) in Fig. 3, the slope is significantly less than 1 ($p < 10^{-8}$). Consistent with the exploitation–exploration trade-off [20], we demonstrated that users did not stop the search process and explored more options before choosing their favorite.

**Q2. User satisfaction.** Lastly, we examined users’ overall satisfaction with the recommendations and their choices. The average ratings are presented in Table 1. We quantitatively measured the satisfaction difference by first transforming each choice on the Likert scales (1–5) to a value between 0 and 1 using the average cumulative proportion [11], and then comparing the average transformed value. The satisfaction with the choices made and the recommendations are not statistically different for VOICE and VISUAL (choice: $p = 0.33$, recommendation: $p = 0.53$). However, this result may differ under more complex and modern visual interfaces, such as, multimodal presentations. Additionally, we discovered that pairs of satisfaction scores have a higher correlation under VOICE ($r = 0.55$, $p < 10^{-5}$) than under VISUAL ($r = 0.20, p = 0.001$). Although this finding was not hypothesized, it provides insights into the interaction of the subjective evaluation of the recommendations compared to the content of choices under different interfaces. We plan to explore this in future work.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

Our user study revealed unique interaction patterns of users consuming recommendations delivered via voice, which suggest design implications for future voice-based recommendations.

- **Adaptive and diverse recommendations.** As shown in the study, under a voice interface, users tend to explore less and to choose higher-ranked items. To encourage exploration and permeate the potential filter bubbles, the top-ranked items should be diverse, personalized, and adaptively changing, so that users are exposed to broad options.

- **Navigation mechanism.** Inefficiency is a critical weak point of current voice-based recommendations. Future interface design should enable users to navigate the recommendation space more easily. For example, organizing presented items with a hierarchical menu structure may improve the fluency.

Our initial study does not address several complex interaction scenarios in the real world, which could be studied in future work: (1) use of a combination of VISUAL and VOICE, such as using Siri on an iPhone, (2) consumption of VOICE under hands-free conditions, such as driving, and (3) use of adaptive updating of recommendations.
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